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PerDiS { a Persistent Distributed Storefor Cooperative ApplicationsMarc Shapiro, Sytse Kloosterman, Fabio RiccardiINRIA { Project SOR, BP. 105, 78153 Le Chesnay Cedex, Francehttp://www-sor.inria.fr/February 21, 1997The PerDiS platform deploys a novel technology for the distributed sharing of information: a persistentdistributed store, which provides a shared memory abstraction which is tranparently made persistentthanks to distributed garbage collection. This data sharing platform supports interactive concurrentengineering applications in a virtual enterprise. In this paper we give an overview of the project,its motivation and the PerDiS platform architecture. We also address some expected problems andrelated work.1 IntroductionThe PerDiS1 project aims at studying and building apersistent distributed store (PDS) for cooperative con-current engineering (CE) applications. These appli-cations require a highly e�cient sharing mechanism,providing immediate access to data, as opposed to re-mote invocation mechanisms.To understand the PerDiS approach, consider a typ-ical application scenario from the project's applicationarea: the building and construction industry. Archi-tects and engineers from di�erent companies collabo-rate on a design, working at di�erent locations, eitherconcurrently or at di�erent times. Tentative or alter-native designs are created, tried out, abandoned. Theconstructors on site consult the plans, making on-the-spot modi�cations, which should be reected back tothe engineering o�ces.This example shows the importance of data shar-ing as a vehicle for cooperation. The data sharingmechanisms are provided by a store, i.e. a reposi-tory of shared data. This example also shows thatconcurrent engineering poses various requirements onthe supporting software. Since a virtual enterpriseenables companies to cooperate on a joint task whilestill competing in other areas, security mechanismsare a requirement. End user organisations have poli-cies for the secrecy and integrity of information usedin cooperative tasks. These policies state which rolesmay update or view shared objects. Another char-acteristic of concurrent engineering is a virtual enter-prise is that engineers may work on the same designin parallel. Thus mechanisms are needed that o�erconcurrent data access and that maintain data con-sistency. A design in the building and constructionarea typically consists of many complex objects con-1PerDiS is ESPRIT LTR project 22533, running from 1 Dec.1996 until 1 Dec. 1999.

taining many cross references. In addition, the designtask itself is highly interactive. Therefore, the datasharing platform must support e�cient storage andretrieval facilities for complex objects.The current approach to data sharing in the Build-ing and Construction industry is to snail-mail oppydisks, send electronic mail or, for the more advanced,share �les over NFS [1]. This approach is clearly un-satisfactory as it is clumsy, error-prone, does not pro-vide concurrency control, and there are no consistencyguarantees.In contrast, the PerDiS store is designed to facil-itate cooperative tasks. This store is persistent, toensure the permanence and integrity of data, and dis-tributed, to cater for the geographical distribution ofthe work. It is simple to use, automatic, and e�cient;it has mechanisms for tolerating faults, for security,and for supporting large-scale networks. Our archi-tecture is called a Persistent Distributed Store (PDS).In a PDS, the communication medium is the mainmemory. Memory is shared between all applications,even located at di�erent sites or running at di�erenttimes. Thus, the familiar, unobtrusive, e�cient, andwell-typed memory API is retained.Compared with competing technology, the PDS ap-proach is both radically novel and gently evolution-ary. It is novel because it departs from the com-plex APIs, unstructured data types, and specializedprogramming languages imposed by �le systems andclient-server systems, and is much simpler to use thanOODBs. It is evolutionary because existing applica-tions can be easily ported to a PDS. Programs accessthe PDS through the simple and familiar shared mem-ory paradigm. A PDS preserves the semantics andtyping of memory, and is known to be e�cient in thecommon case.1



2 Comparison with the state ofthe artIn support of distributed shared data access, manytechnologies are commercially available: client-serversystems; distributed �le systems; object-orienteddatabases; and the World-Wide Web. We considereach of these in the light of two key requirements:1. concurrent access to consistent persistent data bydistributed users, and2. a simple, easy-to-understand, powerful applica-tion programmer interface (API).In client-server systems, as advocated by DCE [2]or CORBA [3], every data access is burdened withcommunication to the server, which becomes a per-formance and availability bottleneck. Although thisarchitecture has been used for concurrent engineer-ing applications, the lack of client caching makes itsperformance inadequate for interactive and graphicalapplications. The API is complicated by the need touse an interface de�nition language (separate from theprogramming language) to support remote invocationand marshalling.Distributed �le systems today are the dominanttechnology for the distributed sharing of information.Systems such as NFS [1] or AFS [4] support local dataaccess at the point of use, thanks to caching. Theyprovide some degree of fault tolerance and coherence.However they do not support the complex data typesneeded by modern applications such as CAD, or mul-timedia. The programmer's task is complicated bythe need to convert between the pointer structuresof objects in memory and the attened structures ondisk. Data attening also impacts on performance.Relationships among data are usually expressed us-ing pointers, which get lost in the attening opera-tion. When the data is read back in, pointers have tobe inferred. For instance, a CAD application thatonly stores the geometrical information, has to re-build proximity and overlapping relationships of allits graphic items.Object-oriented databases (OODBs), such as O2 [5],provide excellent support for complex data types.Most databases use pessimistic locking to avoid in-consistencies; when an object is locked, other clientsare unable to access it, in conict with the concurrentaccess requirement. Although local caching of objectsimproves interactive performance, previous experienceshows that the performance of an OODB is inadequatefor interactive applications.The World-Wide Web [6] provides large-scale accessto structured documents. Unfortunately, it providesbasically read-only access, with no consistency guar-antees. Web documents are large-grain entities, andits API is not adapted to Concurrent Engineering.

Although several systems that are related to PerDiSexist, PerDiS o�ers a unique combination of many fea-tures: distributed shared memory, persistency, repli-cated cached data, distributed garbage collection, fail-ure tolerance, protection and security, scalability, per-formance, and a simple API.3 ArchitectureThe persistent distributed store abstraction is sim-ilar to a distributed shared memory. Applications al-locate their data, including complex data structureslinked by references, in the PerDiS store. Data aretyped; the store retains type information for eachobject. Type information is also contained in thestore, accessible as ordinary data. Persistence isensured by a distributed garbage collection system,based on the Larchant garbage collection algorithm[7], which implements a persistence by reachability(PBR) paradigm. PBR means that objects accessi-ble from persistent roots, and only those, are storedon secondary storage. Each application runs as a sep-arate Unix process, mapping data directly in its ownaddress space. Access is structured into transactions;data are kept consistent across sites and across sec-ondary storage repositories by coherence protocols.To attain scalability, the PerDiS architecture parti-tions the single shared address space, conventionallyo�ered by most Distributed Shared Memory (DSM)systems, into clusters of objects. Clusters are groupsof related objects accessed together. This greatly sim-pli�es the access control semantics and caching policy.A novel, scalable garbage collection technique exploitsclusters to scan each one separately and concurrentlyon di�erent sites [7].Clusters are seen by application programs as �les orpersistent heaps: an object is allocated in a given clus-ter with the familiar malloc() operation. Clusterssupport persistence, by providing a directory service,which associates string identi�ers with the persistenceroots. The GC is aware of such persistent roots, anduses them to implement the PBR paradigm. Oncean application program retrieves a root object from acluster, it can navigate the store by dereferencing thepointers contained in the object itself.An object may contain a reference to some object,allocated in another cluster, thereby creating a dis-tributed network of objects. Inter-cluster referencesare transparently translated by the system, fully sup-porting the pointer semantics of low level languagessuch as C and C++.To e�ciently support inter cluster references inPerDiS, two tables are associated to each cluster: astub table and a scion table. Stubs keep track of out-going references from the cluster's objects, and scionsof incoming references. Scions represent additional,2
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Figure 1: A cluster with references, stubs, scions and replication.but temporary, roots of persistence for the cluster.Clusters implement a simple protection scheme.Similarly to Unix �les, they have user ownership andprotection attributes.A typical PerDiS system involves a number of sites,each site being a modern interactive workstation.Some sites may be more powerful �le servers dedicatedto storage and reliable backup. A site in a PerDiSsystem runs three types of processes: user applica-tion processes, a PerDiS daemon (PD), and a garbagecollector daemon GCD. (Application processes are op-tional, for instance for a site that acts as a server; thePD and the GCD are mandatory.)PerDiS is a layered system: user applications inter-act with the system through a simple API [8]. TheAPI layer relies on the functionalities o�ered by thePerDiS user level library (ULL), which communicateswith the PerDiS Daemon. The ULL is linked to theapplication code to form an application process. Itdeals with mapping data in the process addressingspace, keeping track of memory allocation, and per-forming any necessary data conversions. It is also incharge of managing locks, and transactions of the ap-plication. The PD provides data and locks to an ap-plication process. It caches data and locks, or fetchesdata and locks from remote PDs, logs updates on thelocal log, and runs the distributed garbage collector.It also propagates updates to PDs at other sites andto disk, and sends and receives information about con-current updates and other events (such as disconnec-tions) a�ecting consistency and concurrency control.Transaction management remains entirely inside asingle ULL. When a transaction needs to read or writedata or locks, it asks its local PD. Conversely, the

PD may upcall the ULL to signal events that mighta�ect data consistency, such as locks taken or commitsby other transactions, or broken communication links.The ULL is allowed to cache data and locks that theapplication is not currently using.The PD itself implements a per-cluster consistentdistributed shared memory architecture. The PD co-operates with the GCD to perform concurrent garbagecollection of the clusters currently cached on the site.Di�erent con�gurations of the ULL are used by thePD and the GCD as well.The PerDiS architecture doesn't impose any speci�ccluster coherence policy, which may be adapted to thespeci�c application's requirements. Users can chooseamong di�erent coherence and caching strategies fordi�erent clusters, according to the properties of theirdata and of their access patterns. The �rst implemen-tation uses entry consistency [9] between PDS.Communication between an application processand its PD, and between PDs, use Stub-Scion PairChains [7], an object request broker developed at theSOR project of INRIA. It supports garbage-collectedremote object references, remote method invocation,and transparent object migration.4 Main problemsIn order to actually build the PerDiS platform, thereare a number of problems that have to be tackled:� understanding the real requirements of end-usersregarding performance, functionality and inter-faces,3
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Figure 2: Decomposition into processes and sites.� o�ering �ne-grain control and powerful well-de�ned functions and tools without putting a bur-den on the application programmers,� protection and security in the virtual enterprisesetting; access rights, roles, insecure environ-ments,� fault tolerance dealing with possibly multiplefaults and persistent, distributed and replicateddata with tentative transactions,� scalability,� integration of several techniques like distributedgarbage collection, concurrency control, fault tol-erance and security.5 More informationMore information (such as detailed project descrip-tion, involved partners, deliverables, etc.) on PerDiScan be found on its Web site:http://www-sor.inria.fr/perdis/.References[1] R. Sandberg, D. Golberg, S. Kleiman, D. Walsh,B. Lyon, \Design and implementation of theSun network �lesystem", in Proceedings of theSummer USENIX Conference, pp. 119{130, June1985.[2] N. Leser, \The Distributed Computing Environ-ment Naming Architecture", Open Forum, Nov.1992, pp. 101{117.[3] OMG, \The Common Object Request Broker:Architecture and Speci�cation", Technical re-port 91.12.1 rev. 1.1, Object Management Group,1992.
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